Course Title:  Stock Market Strategies

Course Description:
Maximize the present and prepare for your future by learning the methods and techniques used to develop a disciplined way of stock investing. The economy/market cycles and stock industry groups/sector performance will be discussed along with value vs. growth, investor psychology, strategic, fundamental and technical reasons to buy or sell a stock. Other topics will include tracking company/stock performance, technical analysis and when to buy and sell. The class will also review stocks selected by the students. Instruction on reading and maintaining Point & Figure charts will be covered.

Course Prerequisite(s):
For a fuller understanding of this class, it is recommended you first take Managing Investment Risk & Volatility

Course Objectives:
1. Evaluate overall business and stock market cycles.
2. Define their investment style.
4. Read and apply investor's business daily newspaper.
5. Interpret and keep point and figure charts.

Lesson Plan – by week or session
Session 1:
Session 2:
Session 3: